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RenderL ife  Productions  

People of many colors and 

backgrounds  that have impacted 

the arts and cinema will be an 

overwhelming majority closing in 

just soon as 20 years.People of 

color are coming forward to very 

important work areas in Film and 

Television. There  is more room 

for people that have not been 

discovered or heard in the 

industry to tell their story or come 

forward unto greatness. 

Television scripted lead roles, 

digital television scripted lead 

reality TV cable reality is needed. 

There is a need for more show 

creators. 

In the Recent  years there are 

boosters to bring in major actors 

and workers who normally 

wouldn’t otherwise be brought to 

the table.These failed systems 

need to be broken and ultimately 

destroyed. New Media Frontier is 

emerging  

http://www.thehyrinvestment.com 

 

The advancement on the television horizon  for 

the 2020-2021 season. Various actors men 

and women of color is of a low percentage, 

alittle over 25 percent of lead roles for new 

scripted shows that has streched and debut to 

all of the platforms.Broadcast, Cable and 

Digital.  

“We  will see much more women lead roles 

and creatives come forward with new created 

stories this is changing greatly.”    

             David Render, Executive Producer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Social media engagement is at a shot rise in recent 

years +30% .Asian ,Black, and Latino larger top 

broadcast shows 18-49in age group. 

In Hollywood people are coming to uncharted 

territory to bring change. It is important to  

1) Break the borders of  gatekeepers to block 

or stagnate potential talent on or behind the 

cameras. This does not help bring diversity. 

2) Promote and encourage more film 

Directors of Asian ,Black and Latino 

backgrounds. 

3) Underpoverished poor Caucasians who 

may not have the resources and education 

to be brought for growth learning and 

mentoring to teach diversity in Film /TV. 

4) Bring identification  and discover best 

practices and bring a stronger larger 

exponential growth of pipeline of 

underrepresented groups into the 

Hollywood. Even bringing Nollywood 

African actors for more of a blend and not 

just token individuals. 
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David Render has been very productive in recent years involving in more Executive roles in 

Television in Film & Cinema Arts study and real world experience. Taking on the mindset 

proactively to present film funding  or seed fund for foreign and domestic films and  

Television programs. David has collabed and worked with various cultures, creeds, and 

nationalites in the world from various countries outreaching to David in Los Angeles, Ca. 

Turkey,Isanbul, Sweden, Germany, UK, China, Japan and the list goes on. Filmmakers are 

inspired, hungry and seeking vigorously for people to take on their pitched ideas through 

personal friends and family or campaigns for donors, angel investors or more indepth ROI 

 Film and TV investors. David sought out 100’s of Films and Telvision shows for seed funds or 

film marketing, festival submissions, or to be invited aboard the production team  for credit 

 due to financial backing as producer or Executive Producer, EP. David did not shy away but 

heavily embraced hundreds of Film and Television projects to contribute and support  

financially. This allowed a building up a strong portfolio of projects and major productions 

where budgets may range from $0- $3MM. RL Productions has been a great support to many in 

the world of Television, Film and Media. Many films have been on in many festivals submitted  

or officially selected  Foreign & Domestic  Films and TV Programs fundraised from all over the 

world .Germany, Istanbul, Sweden, Australia, Mexico, US, Italy, Budapest, India and many other  

places where great filmmakers, producers, and executives create amazing works.  

Some  creative artists came from all walks of life. RL Productions has been involved    to the   Budgets 3 Million dollars and    

under. 

 

Tyler Perry is a great example of bringing forward many to the table with diversity 

and hiring of many in Atlanta at Tyler Perry Studios. The creativity of Television, 

Movies and theatre plays grossed billions in revenue. Tyler has always rooted for 

the underdog, not allowing people to hinder not stop his efforts to shine 

bright,Tyler Perry  proved his naysayers wrong in unprecedented ways with utter 

success. 
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 50 Cent, Curtis Jackson Executive Producer of Power and Black Mafia family. 

Very strategic and knows the pulse of televison and what people desire to watch. To watch 

and hear more about 50 cent success and newest television production click here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What was discovered was a treasure trove of unique award winning films and 

features or TV shows to support. Some included Finalists, Offical Selections, Los 

Angeles CineFest, Nottingham International, MicroFilm Festival, Sundance, 

Raindance, SXSW Film Festival, Women’s film Festival, Berlin, Melbourne, San 

Franscisco International Film Festival. Some aspiring filmmmakers and producers 

might just be just starting out looking for funders to make their dreams a sure reality. 

When everyone else says no, say yes to yourself and make it happen! 

“Finding unique diamonds in the rough is a reality, you just have to have the right  

 sight in your heart to see what is not there and should be there”. 
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Supported films include documentary, horror, comedy, suspense, dramedy, 

abstract, and some based on true events. RL Productions has grown and multiplied 

productions since the beginning. To contact RL Productions to support  of 

equiptment or financially or to come speak contact RL Productions or David  

Render on social media. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 
 


